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Rime Change in Two Chinese Dialects*

Yen -Hwei Lin

University of Texas at Austin

1. Introduction

In Chinese, compounding is the major word formation process, and it is well -
known that Chinese languages in general lack productive affixational processes and
morphophonemic alternations. Affixation usually takes place without inducing any
segmental alternations. The morpheme zi ('noun suffix; nominalizer') is usually
attached to a monosyllabic noun in many Chinese dialects. For example, in the
Beijing dialect, /ua/ 'socks' + /tsa /'zi' - --> [wa tse] 'socks'. In this example, the derived
noun is disyllabic, and no phonological rules apply. However, a few dialects in the
northern and north -western Mandarin dialect groups exhibit a fairly productive, and
sometimes complicated stem internal change or mutation. Since this mutation
basically affects only the segments in the rime, we may call this process 'rime change'.

The traditional term used by Chinese linguists is Bianyun , which means 'to
change the final' or 'changed finals'. Before we examine the data, we will provide
some background information concerning the definition of 'final' and Chinese syllable
structure. The concepts of initials and finals in Chinese syllables are illustrated in (1).

(1) The traditional representation
S S: syllable (yinjie)

/ \
I F I: initial (shengmu ) ([ +cons] segment)

/ \ F: final (yunmu) (prenuclear glide, rime)
M R M: medial (jiemu) (prenuclear glide)

/ \ R: rime (yun)
I N E N: nucleus (yuanyin)
I I I E: ending (yunwei) (glide or [ +cons] segment)

C G V X

Syllable structure: (C) (G) V (X)

This is the traditional representation of syllable structure in Chinese languages. One
important notion is the division of a syllable into two major components: an initial and a
final. The concept of dividing syllables into initials and finals is widely used in Chinese
linguistics. For instance, Chinese dialect surveys or field workers always list all initials

* I would like to thank Juliette Levin and participants at the 1989 Arizona Phonology
conference for their comments on this work.
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and possible finals when describing the sound patterns of various dialects.1 The initial
is always a [ +consonantal] segment. The final contains a prenuclear glide and the
rime. The glides may be /il fu/ or lût. The ending may either be a stop or glide. The
consonants and glides are optional in the syllable structure. We will assume this
representation for the moment, and come back to the question of how this
representation fits into our general concept of onset and rime in the last section. Given
this background, the rime change we discuss here, in a traditional term may also be
translated as 'final change'. I will use both terms interchangeably even though, as we
will see, the process in question generally does not affect the prenuclear glide and
rime change is probably a more accurate term. 2

(2) gives a description of the so called 'changed finals'. They are morphologically
induced alternants of the base finals.

(2) Changed Finals (Bianyun)
Under certain morphological conditions some finals have special alternants called
'changed finals'

The change could be a change in tones, in segmental quantity, or segmental quality.
In this paper I will focus on segmental quality change. The usual description of final
change is a list of corresponding base finals and derived finals without explanation of
how the change is effected. The purpose of this paper, then, is to identify the nature
and properties of this process and to discuss some theoretical consequences of our
analysis. We will first show that the relationship between the base finals and the
changed finals is not arbitrary; that is, the process is not irregular stem internal
segmental change. Then we propose that rime change is in fact an autosegmental
association of a feature sized suffix to the base rimes, and can thus be accounted for
with a simple set of rules.

2. ZI Suffixation and Rime Change: the Linguistic Facts

(3) gives examples of zi suffixation in different Chinese dialects.3

1 in many cases, finals are listed but vowel inventory is not given. That is, one has to
look through the list of finals in order to know how many vowels there are in a certain
dialects.
2 For instance, in He (1982a, b) zibian yunmu means ' changed finals caused by zi'.
It seems that the domain of this mutation is assumed to be the final not just the rime.
3 The tones are indicated in parentheses by pitch level on a scale form 1 to 5, with 1
as the lowest pitch, and 5 as the highest. Syllables without numbers bear the neutral
tone.
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(3) zi suffixation (Li 1963)

Beijing
a. ua (51) + tse 'zi ' - --> ua (51) tse 'socks'

b. ie (51) + tse - --> ie (51) tse 'leaf'

c. tsuo (55) + tse - --> tsuo (55) tse 'table'

d. phan (35) + tse - - -> phan (35) tse 'plate'

Chengzhou
e. ua (13) + u 'zi' ---> uau (13) 'socks'
f. ia (42) + u ---> iau (42) 'sprout'
g. pr, (42) + u ---> pau (42) 'neck'

h. pi (42) + u ---> pieu (42) 'nose'

Yuanyang
i. po (42) + U - --> pau (42) 'neck'
j. pi (42) + u - --> piou (42) 'nose'
k. tçie (42) + u - --> tçiau (42) 'eggplant'

I. sua (24) + u - --> suau (24) 'brush'
m. phan (42) - - -> pha (42) 'plate'
n. Ilan (42) - - -> lia (42) 'curtain'
o. kuan (213) - - -> kua (213) 'can, container'
p. üan (213) - - -> Oa (213) 'courtyard'

As mentioned in the previous section, in the Beijing dialect, zi suffixation derives
a bisyllabic noun with no phonological change (3. a. -d.). In a few dialects, for instance,
Chengzhou and Yuanyang, this suffix is realized in a different form and incorporated
into the stem to form one single syllable. Examples given in (3. e. -l.) show that the
suffix is in the form of a high back rounded vowel. Notice that in (3. h) the high nuclear
vowel of the stem surfaces as a prenuclear glide in the derived form. (3 m. -p.) are
cases where the effect of zi suffixation is achieved by dropping the coda nasals.

In some other dialects, however, segmental quality is changed under the same
morphological conditions. For example,

sa (53) ---> s3 (53) 'fool' sa (53) = sa (53) 'fool' + zi

In this example from the Huojia dialect, the derived noun [so] means the base noun

/sa/ plus zL. That is, the vowel quality change functions as zi suffixation.
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(4) and (5) are examples of rime change (final change) from two other Chinese
dialects.4

(4) Yangcheng Changed Finals (Hou 1985)
a. thi (11) ---> thiu: (11) 'plum' i. pa tj (31) ---> pi) (313) 'notebook'5

b. pa (53) ---> p3: (53) 'rake' j. tç ü 0 (53) ---> tçü:0 (53) "dumpling'

c. tsua (11) ---> tsuo: (11) 'claw'

d. lua (13) ---> 13: (13) 'mule'

e. ka? (12) ---> k3: (11) 'dove'

f. fA? (12) ---> f3: (11) 'method'

9 ç ia (53) ---> çio: (53) 'hanger'
h. thie (31) ---> thi3: (313) 'blanket'

k. ç i 0 (11) ---> pi A:u (11)

I. tsU Q 011) ---> tSUAl11)

m. luan (13) ---> IuA13 (13)

n. tin (11) ---> ti:u (11)

o. chün (13) ---> chi.' :13 (13)

p. fan (13) ---> fA:13 (13)

'suitcase'

'a post'

'wheel'

'nail'
' shirt'
'house'

In (4. a.) we see that a high back rounded vowel is attached to the stem. This
example makes this dialect look very much like the Chengzhou dialect (see (3 e. - I.))
where /u/ is the suffix. But (4. b.- h.) on the left column show that it is not a / -u/ suffix
because in these examples vowels become non -high back rounded. In addition, the
alveolar nasals in (4. m. -p.) become velar nasals.

Examples in (5) have similar properties as those in (4), except that, as we can see
from (5. g. -I.) at the right hand column, coda nasals are deleted with nasalization of
the preceding low unrounded vowels.

(5) Huojia Changed Finals (Li 1963, He 1982a)
a. pi (31) --> piu
b. 1 (31) --> lu

c.

d.

e.

f.

sa (53) --> SQ

phiau (212)--> phi3

lue (31) --> IUO

khüe (212)--> khüO

(31)

(31)

'nose'
'son'

g. tan
h. lian

(53) 'fool' i. fa o

(212) 'ticket' j th a u

(31) 'mule' k. ci a 0

(212) 'chopsticks' I. tshu a 0

(53) --> to (53)'blanket'
(31) --> lia (31)'curtain'

(31) --> f5 (31) 'house'

(33) --> th5 (33) 'soup'

(33) --> Ci5 (33) 'suitcase'

( 3 3 ) --> tshu5 (33) 'window'

m. tcin (33) --> tci:a (33) 'gold'

n. tchün (31) --> tchü:a(31) 'shirt'

4 I do not always follow the transcriptions of the sources in the examples given here.
They usually use narrow phonetic transcription. Here I take the liberty of using broader
transcriptions and making adjustments for ease of presentation. Actually by doing so,
we have a clearer picture of the relationship between the base and changed finals,
which is usually obscured by detailed phonetic transcriptions.
5 (4. h.) and (4. i.) are cases where the tone is also changed. We do not discuss tonal
change in this paper.
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Given these examples of changed finals, the questions we address are: (i) What is

the form of the morpheme zi in these two dialects? (ii) What is the nature of rime
change?

3. Proposed Analysis

(6) gives the vowel inventory of the Yangcheng dialect, and a list of the
correspondence between the base finals and the changed finals. Vowels in
parentheses are considered allophonic variants of the underlying vowels.6

(6) Yangcheng

Base finals > Changed finals
a. i - --> iu:

b. a, ua, ua, a?, A? ---> o:

c. ia, ie, ia?, iA? --->

d. Cie, Cie?, OA? ---> 03:

e. en, ao ---> A : 0

f. uao, uen ---> u A : q

g. in ---> i : o

h. On, ü o ---> ü: o
i. ia ---> i A : 0

i ü u

e(s,a) o(A)

a (a)

By looking at the list of the correspondence between the base finals and the
changed finals in (6), we can make the following generalizations:

(i) In the changed finals, nuclear vowels are long.
(ii) For finals that have non -high vowels without any coda nasals (6 b.- d.) an [3:]

replaces the nuclear vowel of the base rime.
(iii) Glottal stops are dropped.
(iv) The prenuclear glides [i], [u] are retained (6. c and d.).
(v) Finals with coda nasals, (6. e. -h.), show a change from alveolar to velar.

These generalizations indicate that rime change is regular and systematic.

What are the morphological and phonological rules that can generate the desired
changed finals? One conceivable rule system is stated as follows.

6 The sources used usually do not provide phonemic vowel inventories. The vowel
systems in (6) and (7) come from my examination and interpretation of the data and
finals provided.
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A. Morphological condition: zi
B. (i) Suffixation: If the stem is an open syllable, (C) V, with a high

nuclear vowel, then attach the suffix / -u/ to
the stem.

(ii) Rime change:

(iii) Change nasal ending:

If the stem has a non -high nuclear vowel,
and does not end in a nasal, then change the
rime into a non -high back rounded vowel.

Change the alveolar nasal in the stem to a
velar nasal.

C. Vowel lengthening

This analysis posits three distinct processes depending on the features and structure
of the stem segments. Now let's see how we can further simplify this set of rules. I will
propose that only one process is involved.

(7) is a sketch of my proposed analysis.7 I assume that at the point when this
morphological process takes place, the vowels have the specifications as in (7. a.) and
the process of rime change is actually suffixation of a morpheme consisting of [ +back
+round] features. This suffix is attached to the last segment of the stem (7. c.). In
addition, this rule is assumed to be feature filling.

(7) Yangcheng
a.

H
B
R
L

u
+
+

e o a

+

+

b. Vowel insertion and Resyllabification: V - --> G V

[ +high] [ +high]

c. zi suffix: [ +back] [ +round] X]
\

[ +bk, +rd] (feature filling)

d. Redundancy Rule: [ ] - --> [ +high]

7 In representing a segment, I assume the segmental feature geometry, following
Clements (1985) and Sagey (1986). But in this paper irrelevant structure is omited. For
instance, in (7. b) the [ +back] feature is not directly linked to the skeletal slot as shown,
but is dominated by a dorsal node omited here.
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e. Vowel lengthening N N
/\

X XX
- --> \ /

o o root node

Resyllabification in (7 b.) accounts for the fact that the high vowel becomes a
prenuclear glide in the changed final.8 Rule in (7. d.) then fills in the feature [ +high]
after the suffix is associated to the empty V slot. That is, a vowel without any height
specification will be given a [ +high] specification. Finally vowel lengthening applies.

In (8) I show how these rules can derive the desired output. In (8. a.) vowel
insertion and resyllabification apply, the high front vowel becomes a glide, and the
suffix fills in the stem final position (7. c.), and the rule in (7. d.) provides this [ +back,
+round] vowel with a height specification. So we get a high back rounded vowel /u /.
Finally, the vowel is lengthened. (8. b.) shows that the features are associated to the
stem final segment, making the low vowel become a back rounded vowel.9 Finally in
(8) c., the association of the suffix to the stem final segment makes the alveolar nasal
become a back nasal, i.e., a velar nasal. Since the rounding feature is incompatible
with a nasal in Chinese, i.e., * ow, in this case, only the effect of backness surfaces.

(8) a. V + [+back,+round] --- (7. b. c.) ---> G V]
1 \
i [+bk,+rnd]

(7. d.) ____> iU ----(7.e.) ---> iu:

b. V + [+bk,+rnd] V ]
{ \
a a [+bk, +rnd]

c. V X]+ [+bk,+rnd]
II
i n

> in (7.e.)_>

O:

V x]
I I\
i n [+bk]

8 This is actually a common rule that exists in many instances of suffixation and
syllable contraction in many Chinese dialects. For example, (3. e.) ua (13) + u 'zi ' - -->
uau (13) 'socks' vs. (3. h.) pl (42) + u - - -> pi eu (42) 'nose'

9 Note that I assume that /a/ is unspecified for backness in underlying representation
(see (7. a.)) This /a/ may surface as [ -back] in some cases. On the surface, there is a
front /back contrast for low vowels due to assimilation of neighboring segments. For
example, [thai] 'platform' vs. paw] 'good'.
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This analysis unifies three processes, suffixation, rime change, and nasal ending
change, into one single process, i.e. the process of suffixation.

Let's examine some more examples of rime change from another dialect. The
Huojia dialect has the same vowel system as the Yangcheng dialect. If we look at
(9. a.) we can see that a high rounded vowel is suffixed. In (9. b.c.), nonhigh vowels
become nonhigh rounded vowels, similar to Yangcheng.

(9) Huojia

Base Finals >

b. a, au

ia, iau

ua

c. e, a?, A?

is, iA?
ue, ua?

ü e, tia?

Changed Finals

i ü

e (s, e)
u

o (A)

a (a)

---> iu (iou) d. an ---> ä

---> u ian ---> iá

---> Ou uan
üan

--->
--->

U'a

üá

---> 3 e a o ---> 5

---> io i a o ---> i5

---> 113 u a o ---> u5

---> o f. in, io ---> i : o

--->

--->

--->

io

uo

ü o

ün, üo ---> ü : o

One major difference between Huojia and Yangcheng changed finals is that in Huojia,
the vowels in the output are in general short vowels. In addition, the finals with nasals
here are different from those in Yangcheng. As shown in (9. d. e.) nasals are deleted
after low vowels, and there is a +/- round contrast in the output. In (9. d.) the low vowel
remains unrounded, while the one in (9. e.) becomes rounded. In (9. f.) alveolar
nasals are changed into velars, as in Yangcheng.

Basically the same rule system is proposed as in Yangcheng except that nasal
assimilation replaces vowel lengthening. I posit a rule that nasalizes a vowel before
a nasal, and the nasal is deleted after low vowel as in (10. a.). (10. b. c.) give sample
derivations.
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(10) a. Low vowel nasalization
C

[ +nas]
How]

b. an

X ] + [+bk,+rnd] ----(7 c)----> V X]
H II

a n a n [+bk]

> ao ----(t O.a)---> ä

X ] + [+bk,+rnd] ----(7c.) N/A __> ...... (10.a.) > V ] + [+bk,+rnd]
I I I

a o â

__ (7.c.) _> V ]

ä [+bk, +rnd]

> 5

In (10. b.) suffixation changes the alveolar nasal into a velar nasal, then rule
(10. a.) applies, i.e., the vowel is nasalized, and the nasal ending is deleted. Recall
that association of the suffix, i.e. (7.c.), is a feature filling rule. In (10. c.), assuming
that velars are specified as [ +back], we show that association of the suffix to the stem
does not apply when the last segment of the stem has backness specification. Then
low vowel nasalization applies. Since now the last segment of the stem [â] has no
backness specification, the suffix may then be associated to the stem and a nasalized
back rounded vowel is derived.

In summary, all cases of rime change in both dialects can be interpreted as
suffixation of [ +back, +round] features. The difference is that one has vowel
lengthening, the other triggers assimilation. The process of rime change, at least in
these two dialects, is an instance of suffixation.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

Our proposal demonstrates that rime change can be interpreted as a special kind
of suffixation where the suffix is a morpheme that consists of less than whole
segments. Feature sized morphemes have been proposed in a variety of other
languages including Chaha (McCarthy 1983), Fula (Lieber 1984), Latvian (Archangeli
1984), and Japanese (Mester and it6 1989). Cantonese actually has a tonal
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counterpart of such suffixation. In Yip (1980) morphologically induced tonal
alternations are analyzed as suffixation of a high tone. If rime change in Yangcheng
and Huojia is in fact suffixation, then the types of zi suffixation in Chinese may be
classified into two general types as given in (11). Rime change is simply a degenerate
version of (11. b.) where the suffix is underspecified for most features.

(11) a. Suffixation without syllable contraction: ua + tse --> ua tse (Beijing)
b. Suffixation with syllable contraction: ua + u - -> uau (Chengzhou)

9393

inutive suffixation in Chinese dialects also falls into the same classification.
For instance, the diminutive er suffixation in the Hangzhou dialect is not followed by
syllable contraction: /tarp/ 'bench' (53) + /I / (213) 'diminutive' - --> [tarp] [ 1 ] (53) (213)

'bench' ([ 1 ] is a syllabic retroflex lateral). On the other hand, diminutive suffixation in
Beijing Mandarin, as shown in (12), is accompanied by syllable contraction.

(12) Diminutive Suffixation in Beijing Mandarin

a. pa (35) + r --> par (35) 'rake'

b. pan ( 35) + r --> par (35) 'plate'

c. kuen (214) + r --> kuer (214) 'roll'

d. khuai (51) + r --> khuar (51) ump'

e. iau (55) + r --> iaur (55) 'waist'

f. üe (51) + r --> üer (51) 'moon'

g. i (55) + r --> ier (55) 'clothes'

h. ü (214) + r --> Oar (214) 'rain'

Having established the existence of a feature sued suffix, what might be the origin
of this suffix in Yangcheng and Huojia? Recall that the related dialect Chengzhou
(see (3. e. -h.)) has a high back rounded segment /u/ as the suffix. I speculate that the
original suffix was a /u/ in these two dialects too, but it has undergone weakening or
reduction, and retained only the [ +back] and [ +round] features.

We will now discuss some of the consequences of our analysis with respect to
Chinese syllable structure and the dorsal specification of coda nasals. (13. a.) gives
the traditional Chinese syllable structure with terms like onset, and coda. The
structure proposed by Harris (1983) for Spanish given in (13. b.) is in fact equivalent
to the structure of finals.



(13) a. Traditional representation
C G V X

Ó Ñ C
I/
R

F

b. Harris (1983)
[ -cons] [ +syll] [ -syll]

\ [ -cons]
\ \ /
\ \ /
\ R
\ /

R"

The initial /final distinction is used to describe all Chinese languages, but that
does not necessarily entail that every Chinese language has the same syllabification.
For Instance, Bao (1988) and Chung (1989) propose different structures for different
dialects. Based on the analysis of secret languages, Bao (1988) proposes (14. a.) for
Taiwanese but (14. b.) for Mandarin. Notice that the main difference lies in the
syllabification of the prenuclear glide.

(14) Bao (1988)
a. C G V G C GV C b. C G V X\I/ I \I / \/ I /

O N O N/ O N/
\ I I / \ I /
\ R/F R/F \ R
\ I I \ I

@ @ @
MandarinTaiwanese

Chung (1989) proposes a different view, given in (15). he considers the prenuclear
glide and the main vowel to form a short diphthong. And the difference between, say
Taiwanese, and Mandarin, is that in Mandarin the glide is ambiguous in that it is part of
a nucleus and an onset at the same time.

(15) Chung (1989)
a. k u a i b. k u a\/I I/\/ICVC CVC

I I / \ \/
O N O N
\ / \ /

@ Taiwanese, Hakka @ Mandarin

If prenuclear glides and main vowels are short diphthongs, we would expect that
they have a very close relationship and behave as a unit with respect to some
phonological process. Our data of rime change from Mandarin dialects show that in
most cases the vowel quality of the glide does not change at all when that of the main
vowel does, This seems to cast doubt on a short diphthong interpretation. If the short
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diphthong /ia/ is represented as (16),10 then our analysis will associate backness
and rounding to the short diphthong, and yield wrong output. It seems then that Bao's
structure for Mandarin is better in this regard. But note that the traditional
representation (13) can also derive correct results. Further evidence is certainly
needed to decide between these two proposals.11

(16)
o Root

o Dor
/\

[ +high] [ +low]

+ [+bk,+rnd] ---> *U3

i a ----> i 3

The final issue to be discussed here is dorsal specification of coda nasals. Studies
in Chinese languages sometimes implicitly or explicitly specify alveolars with [- back].
For example, in Cheng (1973), one instance of backness assimilation is formulated as
in (17). This rule states that the underlying back vowel receives [ -back] specification
from /i/ or /n /. It implies that the alveolar nasal is specified with [- back].

(17) Mandarin backness harmony (Cheng 1973)
a -->a

Is it necessary to specify the redundant [ -back] specification for alveolar nasals in
Chinese dialects? Let's consider again the alternations of finals with coda nasals in
Huojia zi suffixation, repeated in (18).

(18) Huojia zi suffixation
a an - --> a ian - --> iä uan - --> uä (Ian - --> üä

b. ao - --> 5 iarj --->i5 uarj - - -> u5

At first glance, it seems that the front/back contrast of the coda nasals determines the
front/back contrast of the derived vowels. But our analysis treats the front low vowel /a/
and the alveolar nasal as being unspecified for backness, and is able to derive correct
results. Another set of changed finals in the same dialect under different morphological

10 Note again irrelevant structure is omitted.
11 However, it is in fact not clear how a short diphthong should be represented. If the
short diphthong is represented as having two dorsal nodes, and the suffix is
associated to the rightmost dorsal node, then correct result can still be derived.
Therefore, if it can be argued that a short diphthong consists of two dorsal nodes, then
further evidence is needed to justify which proposal is correct. I will leave this question
open here.
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conditions shows a similar phenomenon. (19. b. -d. ) show that when the base rime
has an alveolar nasal, the derived rime has a front vowel; if the base rime contains a
velar then a back rounded vowel appears.

(19) Huojia changed finals for familiar local place names

a. i ---> is ü ---> us

ai --> 8 au --> 3

b. en ---> in ---> ig

un ---> u É On ---> ü É

c. an ---> á ian ---> iá
uan ---> uä üan ---> ü á

d. a j, erg - -->

u a 0, u n - -->

5

u5

i a 0,

ü o

io - - ->

- -->

i5

ü 5

We can still account for this set of data by saying that front vowels are unspecified
for backness, so [ -back] comes in as default. It is also evident in (19. a. b.) where the
derived epenthetic new vowel is a front vowel. In sum, it seems unnecessary to
specify [ -back] for alveolar nasals.

If we adopt the notion of underspecification and render the default low vowel as [-
back], then, low back vowels in Mandarin (Cheng 1973) occur as a result of the
assimilation of the back vowels and velar nasal. The alveolar nasal does not have to
bear a [ -back] specification. So unlike (17), our rule would simply be that an underlying
la/ becomes a back [a] before back segments, /u/ and /rj /.

In conclusion, at first glance, rime change seems to be a totally different type of
process from suffixation. However, our analysis of two instances of rime change
suggests that, when the change of segmental quality is involved, the process may be
interpreted as suffixation of a feature sized morpheme. Furthermore, putative cases of
[ -back] alveolar nasals may be reanalyzed by assuming underspecification. This
allows /n/ to become [0] under feature -filling association of [ +back].
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